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ABSTRACT
In this paper, models of the distribution of net on-offshore sediment transport based on two-dimensional equilibrium beach profiles and
an equation of continuity of sediment transport are proposed. Various
parameters of net on-offshore sediment transport in those models are
discussed. Furhter, the relative importance of bed load and suspended
load in the two-dimensional beach deformation are examined by measuring
both of them on model beach experiments.
1. Introduction
A problem of fundamental importance to the mechanics of sediment
transport on beaches under wave and wave-induced current system is the
relative magnitude of the littoral sand drift and on-offshore sediment
transport. In the previous report (Sawaragi et al.,1978), the authors
have formulated the littoral sediemnt transport rate considering longshore current as a sediment transporting flow. However, as to on-offshore sediment transport rate, the authors could not evaluate quantitatively because of the complexity of mechanics of sediment transport.
The purpose of this study is to examine the relation between onoffshore sediment transport and the deformation process of two-dimensional beach profile. The first half of this paper will be constructed
around a model of the distribution of net on-offshore sediment trans^port rare based on experimental results about two-dimensional beach deformation which were conducted by many investigators. The final part
of this paper will examine a relative importance of suspended and bed
load in the two-dimensional beach deformation by measuring directly
suspended and bed loads in two-dimensional model beach experiments.
2. Model of the distribution of net on-offshore sediment transport rate
along a beach profile
As suggested by Tanaka et al.(1973) and Horikawa et al.(1974),
beach profiles which seem to reach a quasi-equilibrium condition can be
classified into three types as shown in Fig.l. The distribution of net
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on-offshore sediment transport,
which would have taken place in the
processes of those beach deformation, can be.modelled as dotted lines
in Fig.l from the equation of continuity of sediment transport.
In TypeI(erosion type), the direction of net on-offshore sediment
transport is always toward offshore.
In TypelTt(accretion type), onshore
net sediment transport takes place
in the entire range of beach profile. In TypesH-1 and E-2, both onshore and offshore net sediment
transport spring up.

• Beach profile
Distribution of net
sediment transport rate

The distribution of net onoffshore sediment transport rate
can roughly determined by ho,hm,hi
and qym shown in Fig.l where,
ho and hm : the critical height and
depth of beach deformation, respectively,
hi : the depth of the point of intersection of two beach profiles
measured in succession,'!^, the depth
where the maximum net on-offshore
sediment transport takes place,
qym : the maximum net on-offshore
sediment transport rate, and ho is
taken upward, while hm and hi are
taken downward from the still water
level.

The authors rearrenged about
80 experimental results on the twodimensional beach deformation conducted by many investigators and
evaluated ho,hm,hi from the beach
profiles,and calculated qym from the change of beach configurations by
using the equation of continuity of sediment transport. In the following sections, these four character! stic quantities are analyzed by
taking account of previous results obtained from the two-dimensional
model beach experiments.
Fig.1

Model of the distribution
of net on-offshore sediment transport rate

3. Analysis of ho,hm,hi and qym which determine the distribution of net
on-offshore sediment transport rate.
The four characteristic quantities will be expressed by the fluid
density p, fluid kinematic viscosity V, density of sediment ps, median
grain size dso,wave height H, wave period T, beach slope i, gravity
accerelation g, friction velocity U*, wave running time ts, and so an.
Some important parameters such as the Shield's parameter
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u|/(p=/p-l )gdso and the surf similarity parameter 5=i/i/Ho/Lo are already derived by combining above-cited variables to explane various
phenomena in the surf zone. So far, however, there is no objective way
to judge whether the beach profile reaches equilibrium or not. The
authors, first, examine the time variations of ho,hm,hi and qym to
determine the wave running time for quasi-equilibrium beach profile.
3-1 Time-variations of the characteristic variables
Time-variations of ho,hm,hi and qym of typical 2 cases in Typel
and TypeBT are shown in Figs.2 and 3, respectively. In the figures, qym
are calculated from differences of the water depth Ah, measured in succession with time interval At, by using the equation of continuity of
the sediment transport. Therefore, they are given as average values
taken over the time interval At. From Figs.2 and 3, the following
results can be pointed out.
1) Net offshore sediment transport does not readily decrease even after
a fairly long running time as seen in Fig.2. While, onshore net sediment transport decays soon, as seen in Fig.3.
2) In accordance with 1), h0 and hm in Typel and hm in TypeH-1 increase
after a large number of waves propagated. On the other hand, hoand hm
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in TypeHI and TypeH-2 almost remain constant or-increase a little with
increasing the running time.
3) hi does not indicate significant changes with time.
Taking these results into account, beach profiles after 7.2X101*
waves propagated were picked up to analyze ho,hmandhi . In the case
where the beach profile at this running time was not measured, we estimated those quantities by interpolating from the time-variations of
them. The data, whose running time were less than 7.2x10 T, were omitted.
However, experimental results of Saville(1957) who employed waves almost corresponding the full scale waves and Rector(1954) which have
been quoted by many investigators were analyzed for reference, although
they did not satisfy this limitation of running time.
On the other hand, we can assume the time-variations of qym expressed as Eq.(l) to clearly grasp the rate of decay of qym with running
time.
qym= qymoexp(-Ats/T)
(])
where qymo is the initial value of qym and A is a constant. Here, qymo
and A are calculated by the following procedure:
1) Select the data whose running times are more than 7.2*104T in which
beach profiles were measured at least 3 times.
2) Let ts = 0stsi >ts2 , ••••be the times when the beach profile was measured and qymi »qym2»•••*be the maximum on-offshore sediment transport
rate in the time interval Ati= tsi,At2~ ts2_tsi*-*3) Calculate qymo and A by substituting qym=qymi at t^tsi/2 and qyrrfqym2
at ts=(tsi+ts2)/2.
In Figs.2and3, Eq.(l) determined by the above-mentioned procedure are
also shown by dotted curves. As can be seen from these figures, it is
found that the time-variation of qym can be expressed fairly well by
Eq.(l) and at ts/T ~ 7.2*10 , the maximum onshore net sediment transport rate qym in TypesHI and H-2 almost dimnish and the maximum offshore net sediment transport rate of TypesI and IE-1 become less than
25% of their initial value qymo .
3-2 Analysis of ho
ho will be determined by factors which controll a wave run-up
height and a change of shore line. The wave run-up height is said to be
closely related to the surf similarity parameter E, (Battjes,1974) .
While, the change of shore line should be considered as one part of the
whole beach deformation rather than related to local parameters near
the shore line. Hence, the authors use the non-dimensional force,
Ns= Ho/TV(ps/p-1)gd50 as the parameter to indicate the magnitude of the
ability of the beach to deform. The derivation of Ns will be mentioned
latter. Fig.A shows the relation between hi/Ho and E, with Ns as a parameter. From this figure, it is found that hi/Ho increases with increasung E, and that for the same value of £, hi/Ho also increases with
increasing Ns.
3-3 Analysis of hm
In the initial stage of the beach deformation,hm can not be deeper
than the critical depth for an initial sediment movement. Generally,
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the critical depth for the sediment movement is determined from the
balance between the forces acting on a grain and the resistance force
of the grain which can be given as follow:
(ir/6)gd50(ps-p)tan<|> = KU/^dsoViib2

(2)

where tan<j> is the friction angle of the sediment, f the friction factor,
lib the maximum water particle velocity at the bottom, and K the coefficient, f is usually expressed by Ub6/v or Ub2 T/v in a laminor region and
as/Zo in a turbulent region where 6=(vT/2ir)1 2 , as=TUb/Tr and Zothe equivalent roughness height. However, the effect of Reynold's number on the
initial movement of sediment seems to be small compared with aj/Zo (
Dingier,1975). Hence, Eq.(2) can be given as follow:
Ub2 /(ps/p-1 )gd50*l/f« F(at/z0)

(3)

Assuming that the same relation as Eq.(3) holds with hm , the authors
calculated Ub2/(ps/p-l )gd5o and a«/zo at h=hm by using the linear wave
theory. The results are shown in Fig.5. In this calculation, Zo is taken
equal to dso in order to take account of only the skin friction regardless of the bottom configuration according to Madsen(1976). As seen from
Fig.5, the relation between Ub2 /(ps/p-1 )gdso and as/dso at h=hm can be
approximated fairly well by the following equations:
Ub2/(ps/p-1 )gd50= B(as/d50 )n
in which,
B = 0.18
n = 1.1
for Typel and TypeE-1
B = 0.10
n = 0.75
for Typem nad TypeH-2

(4)
,..
^

By using the linear wave theory and Ns= H0/T/v(ps/p-l )gdso, Eq.(4) can be
modified as Eqs.(6) and (7).
{(H/HoHl/sinhkhm)}-^ CNs(d50 /Lo)m

(6)

C •= 400
Itl = 0.6
for Typel and TypeH-1
...
V
C = 20
m = 0.3
for Typem and TypeH-2
The left hand side of Eq.(6) is the function of hm/Lonly. And if Ns
and d50/Lo are given, hm/L can be calculated from Eqs.(6) and (7).
Fig.6 shows the comparison of hm calculated from Eq.(6) with hm measured from the beach profile. From this figure, it is found that Eq.(6)
together with Eq.(7) give a sufficiently accurate estimate of hm.
3-4 Analysis of hi
hi is defined as the depth where the maximum on-offshore sediment
transport takes place. The limit depth of "D-profile" proposed by
Swart(1970), "cut-depth" defined by Hallermeier(1977) seem to correspond to hi of TypesI and.K-l. "Stable point" proposed by Raman et al.
(1972) may also equivalent to hi . Although the concept of "D-profile"
or "cut-depth" can be applied only to the beach of TypesI and H-l, hi
as defined above, can be applied extencively to all types of beach
profiles.
In the consideration of hi-, it is. necessary to take into account
the difference of the mode of sediment transport between Typel and
Typem. The causes of net on-offshore sediment transport have been
studied for long time and may be summarized as follows:
1) stational flow such as mass transport current due to waves.
2) asymmetry of water surface profile.ie,asymmetry of the time-vari-
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ation of water-particle velocity.
3) effect of gravity,ie,the existance of beach slope.
4) distorted profile of time-variation of the concentration of suspended
sediment due to asymmetrical sand ripple or breaking waves.
Referring from theoretical and experimental results by Sato et aL (1962),
Inman et al.(1963), Horikawa et al.(1974) and Bowen(1979), the necessary
condition for the occurrence of net offshore sediment transport seems to
be the existance of sufficient amount of suspended sediment, and net onshore sediment transport is mainly caused by bed load.
However, in the surf zone, although the asymmetrical property of
time-variations of water-particle velocity increases, ripples usually
disappear and the existance of the steady flow becomes dubious because
of large turbulence brought by breaking waves. Hence, so far, the authors
can not explain the reason why net onshore sediment transport can take
place in the entire beach profile of TypeBT and net offshore sediment
transport happens in the whole beach of Typel. Then, to begin with, the
authors examine the direction of net on-offshore sediment transport in
the offshore regions of three types of beach profiles by using two parameters proposed by Sato et al.(1962). They give the criteria for the
occurrence of net on-offshore sediment transport on a horizontal bed by
a function of sediment Reynold's number Ubd5o /v and the amplitude of nondimensional pressure gradient at the bottom by waves (-1/pg)(3p/8x) =
(H/L)(ir/cosh kh) . They also found that asymmetrical ripples caused net
offshore sediment transport by using radio active tracers. Although
Ubdso/v is a non-dimensional parameter, it expresses a magnitude of drag
force acting on a grain in a fluid and (-1/pg)(9p/3x) indicates the relative magnitude of the accerelation of water-particle to that of the
gravity. Fig. 7 shows the relation between Ubd50 /v and (H/L) (fr/cosh kh )
at h-hb, calculated from the new-breaker-index presented by Goda(1970),
and h=hm. Again, Ub and L were calculated by the small amplitude theory.
Taking into account the direction of net on-offshore sediment transport
of Typel and TypeM, the direction of net on-offshore sediment transport can be distinguished by Eq.(8)

Ubd5„ /v * (H/L)(ir/cosh kh)*103
>

"'
...

off hore

;=

onshore

(8)

Taking the ratio of Ubd50/v to (H/L) (TT/COSII kh) and let the ratio be Nsr,
the criteria of Eq.(8) can be written in a simple form,
Nsr= (ubd50 /v)/{(H/L)(ir/cosh kh)} = gTd50/2TTV
Ns

<
>

10,

•••
*••

offshore
onshore

(g)

However, as can be seen from Fig.7, two data of Saville(1957) can not
be classified by Eq.(8). He employed large waves as in the field and
Ho/Lo of his experiments were larger than other cases. Therefore, to
apply Eq.(8) or Eq.(9) to the large scale model beach as the field,
some modifications including the effect of wave height itself or Ho/Lo
explicitely seems to be required.
The direction of net sediment transport in TypesK-1 and E-2 are
also shown in Fig.7, and they are classified by Eq.(9). This means that
the change of the direction of net on-offshore sediment transport in
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in these two types will occure in the surf zone.
As discussed above, the direction of net sediment transport in the
offshore region can be determined by Nsr . On the other hand, hi seems to
be closely related to wave breaking as the first order action of fluid
motion. So, the authors examine the relative depth of hi to hb ,hi/hb
of three types of beach profiles. Fig.8 shows the relation between hi/hb
and Nsr. It can be seen from this figure that for the offshore net sediment transport of TypesI and H-l, hi/hb ranges between 1.0<hi/hb<l.5,
for the onshore net sediment transport of TypeIH,0.3<hi/hb<0.9 and for
the onshore net sediment transport of Typel-l, -0.4<hi/hb<0.0. This indicates that a longshore bar in a storm beach (Typel or Typel-l) has to
be generated in the offshore region. For the beach of TypeH-2, no significant tendency can be found out for the deficiency of the data.
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Because hi of TypesI and DM appears outside the surf zone, the
procedure proposed by Hallermeier(1977) seems to be effective. Hence,
the authors compared hs calculated according to Hallermeier with hi
measured from the beach profile of TypesI and H-l. As a result, the
correlation between hi and hs is relatively high for small scale experiments, however, hs seems to give smaller values of hi for large-scale
experiments. On the other hand, within the breaker zone, wave characteristics and wave-induced flow pattern are controlled by Ho/Loand 1
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(Nakamura et al.,1966). Hence, hi for onshore net sediment transport
of TypelH may also be. controlled by H0/Lo and . The authors also discussed the relation between hj of TypelH and those two parameters. It is
found that hi/hb have a tendency to decrease with decreasing H0/Lo,
however, i seems to have little influence on hi/hb.
3-5 Analysis of qym
Referring Madsen's presentation(1976), the time averaged rate of
on-offshore sediment transport by bed load q"y ,ie, the amount of sediment which have a capacity to be transported as net on-offshore sediment transport, can be expressed as follow:
q"y/w0dso = D(ui/(ps/p-l)gd5o )n

(10)

where D is a coefficient, Wo the settling velocity of sediment and
n=3. Assuming that the same kind of relation as Eq.(10) can be applied
to suspended load and that the direction and the rate of net sediment
movement can be expressed by Nsr ,Ho/Lo and i, net on-offshore sediment
transport rate qy will be given as a first order approximation by
qy/w0d5o*q Fi(Nsr ,H0/L0 ,i)-F2(ts/T)
=D(u!/(ps/p-1)gd5„ )"• F^Nsr ,Ho/U,i)-F2(ts/T)

(11)

Further, it seems resonable to assume the turbulent flow condition
near h=hi and consequently a constant friction factor. Then, for TypesI and H-l,u« ath=hj(>hh) can be replaced by (Ho/T) (H/H0sinh kh)h=hi =
(Ho/T)F3(hi/Lo), and hi/Lo is also expressed by Ho/Lo according to
Hallermeier(1977). Hence, the maximum net sediment transportq
becomes
qym/wod5o= qymoexp(-Ats/T)
>2n,
= E(H<,/T//(ps/p-l)gd5o ) F (Nsr ,Ho/L0 ,i) exp(-Ats/T)

(12)

where Ns=Ho/T/v/(ps/p-l )gd50 and E is the coefficient of proportionality.
Nswas already used to analyze ho and hm . The authors ferther consider
that Eq.(12) can be applied to TypesHI and H-2.
Fig.9 shows the relation between A in Eq.(12) and Ns. It can be
seen that A is closely related to Ns and the direction of net on-offshore sediment transport. Namely, the larger, the Ns, the faster net
sediment transport decays. And onshore net sediment transport decreases
faster than offshore sediment transport.
Finally, Fig.10 shows the relation between non-dimensional net onoffshore sediment transport rate qyrrro and Ns. Here,qy*mo is derived by
taking four parameters in Eq.(12) into account as follow:
qy*mo= (Qymc/Wodso)2" (lA)(l/Nsr)(Ho/Lo)

(13)

where X is the porosity of sand. From Fig.10, it is concluded that qymo
is proportional to Nsr regardless of the direction of net on-offshore
sediment transport. And the exponent n in Eq.(10) is 3. The result
corresponds to that obtained by Madsen et al.(1976).
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4. Experiments to measure on-offshore sediment transport rate in the
two-dimensional model beach
Since net on-offshore sediment transport discussed above includes
both bed and suspended loads, the relative magnitude of bed load and
suspended load can not be examined. In this section, based on the experimental results, relative importance of bed load and suspended load in
the deformation of two-dimensional model beach is discussed.
4-1 Equation of continuity of the sediment transport including suspended
sediment
Consider the co-ordinate system taken X-axis horizontal to the
shore line, positive y-axis shoreward, positive Z-axis vertically upward
from the stillwater level. The diffusion equation for any arbitrary
volume is
8C/3t = -V(Cvs)

(14)

where C is the sediment concentration, Vs the sediment-particle velocity
vector. After taking time average and integrating Eq.(14) from z=-h(
bottom) to Z=n (free surface), the equation of continuity can be obtained as follow:

A.(i*hC dz

+

(l-A)h) +§-xfaz + ^fc,ydz = 0 ,

(15)

where (qx ,qy ) = (tlsC,Vs C) , vs = (us ,Vs ,Ws ) , (l-A)9h/3t = [wsC]z = -h
In the previous section, the authors consider Eq.(ll) as a first order
approximation of qy = VsC. In Eq.(15), Z=-h corresponds to bed load and
Z>-h to suspended load, respectively.
Based on these consideration, the authors examine the relative
importance of bed load and suspended load by measuring directly bed load
and suspended load in model beach experiments.
4-2 Experimental procedure
Two wave tanks of different dimension were used. One is 26m long,
1.5m wide and 1 .8m high, and other one is 51m long, 0.54m wide and 0.97m
high. Two kinds of beach materials, ie, d50 =0.54mm ps=2.65gr/cm3 and d50 =
0.34mm,ps=2.68gv/cm-3 were used to form a model beach of 1/20 initial
beach slope. The bed load was measured by a sand trap composed of an
outer casing and inner box made of a tin plate. The inner box has two
compartments to separately measure the amount of onshore and offshore
sediment transport rate. The dimension of this inner box is 10cm in
width,10cm in length and 5cm in depth. While the beach profile was developed, the inner box was not instolled and the outer casing was hurried
into the bottom sand bed. Just before the measurement was conducted, the
outer casing was pulled up to the bottom surface and sands in it were
taken out to replace them with the inner box. Bed load was measured at
10 different locations covering from swash zone to the offshore zone, and
the measured time was from 2to6min.. The average sediment transport
rate qt,t and net sediment transport rate qt.net were calculated from the sum
and the difference of the amounts of sediment trapped in both shoreward
and seaward compartments respectively in the unit of (dry weight/cm/sec).
The suspended load was measured by collecting the water samlpes through
siphons with intake nozzles as shown in Fig.11. the reasons why'such a
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primitive apparatus was used are as follows:
1) by the optical method, the direction of suspended load can not be distinguished,
2) small babbles brought into water by breaking waves decrease the accuracy of the measurement by optical method,
3) direct measurement of the amounts of sediments is possible by collecting the sediment larden water samples by siphons.

sea

Fig.ll

bSttoFFT
Sketch of the Intake
nozzles of siphon

The measurements of suspended sediment were done orienting the intake nozzle both toward onshore and offshore directions at each measuring point setting the lower part of the nozzle above lmm from the
bottom. Samples of 4points distributed vertically at each measuring
point were collected. Sampling time was from 40 to 80sec., and 200-400
CC was gathered. The concentration of suspended sediment C and net onoffshore sediment transport rate qsnet are calculated from the following
procedure. Let Sion and Sion be weights of samples and dry net weights of
sediments included in Sion which was collected by orienting the intake
nozzle offshore at Z=Zi Jheight of the i th intake nozzle and S i off and
Si off be the amounts of those collected by orienting the intake nozzle
onshore. The authors calculated C at Z=Zi from
C(zi ) = (Sion+Sioff

)/(Sion+Sioff

)

(dry weight/weight) .

While net on-offshore sediment transport by suspension,qsnet was calculated from
qsnef=(1/Ts)[((Sion-SIoff )/a!)((z2+Zi )/2) + ( (s2°n-S2off )/a2 ) ((z3-Zi)
/2) + ((S3on-S3off)/a3)((z.,-Z2)/2 ) + ((s«on-Smsff )/cU. ) ( h- ( 7M +Z3 )
/2)J

(dry weight/cm/sec)

in which Ts is the sampling time and ai is the area of ith intake nozzle.
These method to separately measure the amount of onshore and offshore
sediment transport by suspension is fundamentally based on the time-
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variation of the velocity of fluid sucked through the intake nozzle
which is calculated from the generalized Bernoulli's theorem; pressure
equation. A head difference between the intake nozzle and the outlet
was adjusted to coincide the intake velocity with the maximum waterparticle velocity in both direction of offshore and onshore. However,
when the orientation of intake nozzles directed onshore or offshore, a
few sediments which were moving in the direction of offshore or onshore,
seemed to be sucked. Consequently, the measured concentration might be
little larger than the true concentration. Besides, due to an accuracy
of weighing dry sands in the sample, the accuracy of concentration measured by this method decreases when C is less than 10 ppm.
The authors confirmed the reliabirity of the siphon by comparing
the concentrations measured by the siphon with those of ductivity meter
using an optical method.

Table-1 Experimental conditions

Nsr
H cm T sec dso mm Ds/p
4-3 Experimental results
17.8
1.2 0.34 2.68 636
6 experiments were conducted.
7.3 1.2 0.34 2.68 636
Their detailed conditions are shown in
3.8 1.2 0.34 2.68 636
Table-1. In three cases of Nsr=636,
33.1
1.7 0.54 2.65 1431
suspended load will be expected to
1.7 0.54 2.65 1431
dominate and in the other three cases
12.4
5.4 1.5 0.54 2.65 1263
of Nsr>1200, bed load will be predominate .
i) Time-averaged on-offshore sediment transport by bed load qt>t and suspended load qst
First, let's investigate the diffrence of the relative magnitude
of qbt and qst between two beaches of different Nsr . Fig.12(a) and (b)
show two examples of the distributions of qbt and qst . When Nsr=636,as
shown in Fig.12(a), time-averaged suspended load qst clearly surpasses
bed load qbt in amount. The ratio of the maximum time-averaged sediment
transport rate qst/qbt
is about 2.0. While in the case of Nsr=1263,
as shown in Fig.12(b), suspended load is less than bed load and the
ratio of the maximum transport rate qst/qbt is 0.5.
The authors also measured a bottom shear stress on a fixed flat
bed by a shear meter. Details of the shear meter are discribed in the
previous paper(Sawaragi et al.,1978). From Fig.12 and the results of the
measured shear stress, it was found that qst was larger than qbt in the
region of U*/Wo >0.8, and qbt became larger than qst when U*/Wrj <0.8.
However, u* measured on a fixed bed, does not include the effect of the
bottom roughness. So, in order to determine the strict criterion for the
initiation of sediment suspension, it is necessary to clarify the sediment movements on the bottom which are closely related to the waterparticle motion near the bottom.
ii) Relative importance of suspended load versus bed load to the beach
deformation
Finally, the authors examine the realtive importance of suspended
load versus bed load to the beach deformation by investigating the relations among net sediment transport rate qynet calculated from the
time-variations of beach profiles , measured net on-offshore sediment
transport rate by suspension qsnet and bed load qbnet.
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Fig.13 shows one example of the distribution of qynet,qbnet and qSnet
together with the beach profile of Nsr=636. qbnet and qSnet were measured
in a relatively short time compared with running time ts/T=l.5*103» in
which the beach profile in Fig.13 was developed. So, they might change
with running time, qynet is given as an average over ts/T=0-l.5*103 .
In Fig.13, the distribution of qbnet is similar to that of qynet ,
and qsnet has a sharp peak at y/yb=0.75 which corresponds to the location of the bar. To examine the relative importance of qbnet and qSnet in
the beach deformation, the authors calculated the change of water depth
caused by qbnet and qSnet by using the equation of continuity of sediment
transport without considering the effect of time-change of concentration
of suspended sediment indicated by the first term in Eq.(15). The result
is shown in Fig.14. In this figure, Ah shown by solid line is calculated
from the difference of beach profiles between ts/T=0 and ts/T=l.5*103»
Ahb, shown by heavy line, is calculated from qbnet and represents the
changes of mean water depth between two neighbering measuring points and
Ahs, shown by broken line is calculated from qsnet as well as Ahb. As can
be seen from this figure, the bar near y/yb=0.75» the typical beach profile of this case, seems to be created not only by bed load but also by
suspended load. However, Ahs gives fairly large beach deformation compared with Ah in this region. According to Eq.(15), this difference
between measured and calculated water depths have to be compenciated by
the increase of concentration of suspended sediment. On the other hand,
the measured concentration increased about 6ppt at y/yb=0.75 during
ts/T^l .5X103 . This increment of concentration only account's for few milimeter of erosion near y/yb=0.75. This indicates that, even in the case
where suspended load dominates bed load, the first term of Eq.(15) becomes less than 1/10 of other terms.
Fig.15 shows the relation between qynet,qbnet and qsnet in the case of
Nsr=1263. In this case, qbnet is in the direction of onshore through the
entire range of the beach profile and the distribution of qbnet almost
coincides with qynet- While the direction of qsnet is mainly offshore and
its magnitude is less than 1/2 of qbnet- Fig.16 shows the relation between Ah»Ahb and Ahs. Same notations and symbols as in Fig.14 are used.
From this figure, it can be found that the fundamental mode of the beach
deformation of Typeltt with deposition in the shallower region and erosion in the deeper region as shown in Fig.l is mainly created by qbnet*
However, qSnet also seems to contribute to the beach deformation of secondary mode in addition to the fundamental mode.
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5. Conclusions
The authors analyzed experimental results about the two-dimensional
beach deformation conducted by many investigators to propose the models
of net on-offshore sediment transport rate and carried out two-dimensional model beach experiments to examine the relative importance of bed
load and suspended load in the beach deformation. Following results are
obtained.
1) When Nsr =gTd5o/27TV>103, the direction of net sediment transport is
onshore(TypeHE) and when Nsr<103, net offshore sediment transport is apt
to take place(Typel). However, even when Nsr<103, net onshore sediment
transport may spring up near the shore line.
2) Net onshore sediment transport decays faster than that of offshore
sediment transport. And when Ns=Ho/T//(ps/p-lJgdso becomes large, net
on-offshore sediment transport decays fast regardless of their direction.
3) The non-dimensional height of upper limit of beach deformation ho/Ho
increases with increasing ^-i//Ho/Lo and Ms. And the non-dimensional
depth of lower limit of beach deformation hm/Lo can be expressed by
Eq.(6).
4) The maximum net offshore sediment transport takes place in the offshore region and the maximum onshore sediment transport takes place in
the surf and swash zones. Time-variation of the maximum sediment transport rate can be approximated by Eq.(l). And its maximum can be expressed by Eqs.(12) and (13).
5) When Nsr>1200, time-averaged bed load surpasses time-averaged suspended load, and main beach deformation seems to be created by bed load.
6) When Nsr<640, time-averaged suspended load surpasses time-averaged
bed load, and beach deformation seems to be caused by both bed load and
suspended load.
7) Suspended load becomes equivalent in amount to bed load when U*/Wo=
0.8.
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